
War on Terror veteran, Eric Caine, is found wandering the streets of 
Miami with no memory of the car accident that left him there. Alone 
and suffering from PTSD, Eric is on a one-way road to self-destruction. 
Then a chance meeting at a bar begins a series of events that helps 
Eric start anew. When his new job relocates him to Venezuela-the 
land of his childhood-things, however, take an ominous turn as a 
catastrophic event threatens the stability of the country. Now Eric catastrophic event threatens the stability of the country. Now Eric 
must escape an elite team of CIA assassins as he tries to uncover an 
international conspiracy in which nothing is what it seems. 

Reviews:

“Mosquera weaves a tale of suspense through a clandestine world, 
crafting an engaging read that's not easily put down.”- Kirkus

“In addition to a compelling protagonist, the intriguing, 
well-developed plot filled with international politics, conspiracy well-developed plot filled with international politics, conspiracy 
theories and modern science, together with a crisp narrative make 
for a suspense-filled, fast-paced thriller. SLEEPER’S RUN boasts a 
riveting plot and compelling protagonist worthy of becoming a 
sleeper hit.” - IndieReader

5-Star Review: “Mosquera pulls readers in with intoxicating 
descriptions of his country, capturing Venezuela’s allure even as he 
portrays its violence and poverty. He also includes shrewd portrays its violence and poverty. He also includes shrewd 
commentary about the nature of the Venezuelan government and its 
relations with that of the United States. He weaves these points deftly 
into the story line without bogging down the plot. Indeed, the novel 
keeps one guessing until the very end, with enough layers to satisfy 
even the most staunch conspiracy theorists. Sleeper’s Run will be of 
interest to anyone who enjoys international intrigue.” 
- ForeWord Clarion Reviews- ForeWord Clarion Reviews

"'Sleeper's Run' may be a book that many will find so compelling that 
they will read it in one sitting. For me, the rapid pace of the action 
was so intense I had to take breathers, however, I found myself 
quickly drawn back into the mêlée." 
- Reader Views
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